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Abstract: This paper analyzes the stability of single phase full bridge converter with reduced dc link capacitance. The electrolytic 
capacitors are replaced by film capacitors which will increase the reliability of the system and decreases the capacitance. The 
conventional linear time-invariant (LTI) model may not represent the real converter behavior. This will lead to poor system 
performance or instability. Hence, the linear time-periodic (LTP) model is highly encouraged for stability and transient analysis. 
This paper also compares both LTP and LTI model by considering the control gain and dc-bus capacitance size. The stability is 
analyzed using an Atmega 328 microcontroller. For any of these cases, the Linear Time Periodic (LTP) model are highly 
encouraged for stability and transient analysis as a tool for controller design. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Most of power electronic converters have been used in low-cost single-phase applications, where price constraints are a highly 
relevant issue. Single-phase ac/dc converters have pulsating input energy conversion, which produces some low- order non-
characteristic harmonics in the dc-link [1]. In order to obtain a regulated output voltage, these converters normally include bulky 
electrolytic dc-link capacitors to filter out low-frequency voltage ripple. 
In recent years, one important trend in the design of ac/dc converters has been to increase their lifetime. Since electrolytic capacitors 
reduce system reliability because of short lifetime, their replacement by long lifetime film capacitors has been considered in many 
cases [4]. However, as film capacitors have lower power density and higher cost, and many designs have been done with small dc-
link capacitance. PFC ac/dc converters with small dc-link capacitance have low stored energy in dc- link[7,8]. In these cases, fast 
dynamic response dc-link voltage control must be used in order to avoid a significant dc-link voltage fluctuation due to abrupt load 
changes. 

 
Fig.1: Circuit diagram 

Consider the single phase ac-dc full-bridge converter with power factor correction (PFC) shown in Fig1. The converter has four 
switches, where the input inductor L reduces input current ripple and the output capacitor C reduces dc link voltage 100/120Hz 
ripple. A sinusoidal PWM technique is used to obtain the switch signals by modulating the duty cycle[9,10]. The output is 
connected to a resistive load R, while the single-phase grid vs is considered a low impedance sinusoidal source. 

II. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
Several design techniques have been presented to improve the dc-link voltage dynamic response of single-phase PFC converters 
without compromising the input power factor (PF).However, the combination of fast dynamic response ac/dc dc-link voltage control 
with small dc-link capacitance may lead to poor system performance and instability. This occurs due to interactions of dc-link low 
frequency voltage ripple with the feedback control loop. 
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Fig.2: Closed loop control block diagram. 

The input-output frequency conversion which occurs in PFC converters is suitably described by the modulation theory. Linear time 
periodic (LTP) models are suitable to describe such dynamic systems, since it models the frequency modulations and is suitable to 
analyze the spectral interactions due to the feedback. Analogous to Laplace transfer functions (TF), the LTP systems can be 
represented in the frequency- domain by Harmonic Transfer Functions (HTF). 

 
Fig.3: Schematic and control of proposed topology HTF modeling methodology is based on the linear independence of the 

exponential terms of the model, well know under Exponentially Modulated Signal (EMP) theory. HTF models can be used to design 
the controller as well as to analyze the stability using the generalized Nyquist criterion. 

This paper proposes to investigate the stability of an ac-dc full-bridge converter with power factor correction with reduced dc-link 
capacitance considering both conventional LTI and LTP approaches. Complete LTI and LTP models are presented on the 
frequency-domain, and the stability is analyzed considering both approaches. Also, a design example is presented of an ac-dc full-
bridge converter with reduced dc-link capacitance and high- frequency outer voltage loop bandwidth. Experimental validation 
demonstrates that the LTP approach accurately models the converter stability. 

S.NO Parameter Ratings 
1 Nominal input voltage 

VRMS 

127 V 

2 Output voltage V 300 V 
3 Nominal output power Po 375 W 

4 Input inductor L 560H 
5 DC capacitor C 680F 
6 Load resistance R 240 ohm 
7 Switching/Sampling 

frequency Ts 
46875 Hz 

8  
Direct input voltage gain K 

1=(127/p 
2) A/V 

9 Feedback voltage gain Hv 1 
10 Feedback current gain Hi 1 

Table.1: Converter Parameters and Nominal Specification 
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A conventional PFC control structure of ac-dc full-bridge converter is shown in Fig3. This control schemes is based on two control 
layers: an inner current loop to ensure a sinusoidal input current waveform, and an outer voltage loop for dc-link voltage regulation. 
The outer loop compensator Cv regulates the average dc voltage v by calculating the magnitude of current reference u. Power factor 
correction is achieved from voltage vs by: i_(t) = Kvs(t)u(t) (1) (1) 
where i is the current reference and has the same shape of vs. Additionally, the duty- cycle d is the control action of the inner loop 
compensator Ci to make the current i track its reference i. The blocks Gi and Gv denote the current i and voltage v plants, 
respectively. The sensor gains Hi and Hv are also illustrated for current and voltage measures, respectively. Disregarding the 
modulation frequency fs and their harmonic components, the model for the full-bridge are obtained for averaged values in the 
switching period Ts. In this way, all measured values are written in terms of the averaged input voltage, defined as:---(2) 
 
 
 
 
Then, since the control action d is defined in the interval [0, 1], the non-linear model state equation takes a well known form.---------
(3) 
 
 
 
 

A. Open-Loop LTP Small Signal Model  
In the control structure of Fig.3 the current reference I is a time-periodic function, and then, its behavior should be included in the 
LTP model. This implies that the inner current loop should be also included in the open-loop small signal model. Thus, the presented 
LTP model describes the perturbation behavior from u to v. Since the current control is a LTI state-space equation that defines the 
duty-cycle d based on the current error ei, given by: 

x_i(t) = Aixi(t) + Biei(t) ------------------- (4) 

d(t) = Cixi(t) + Diei(t) ---------------------- (5) 

where the current error ei(t) = Kvs(t)u(t) 
Hii(t) is determined by the control scheme. The full-bridge complete model from u to v are, then, determined by replacing the output 
current control function and the current  control states xi of are included to non-linear full-bridge model .Then, can be written 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-----(6) 
The linear-time version of is  determined by applying a perturbation signal around the nominal value for each variable. The biggest 
difference between LTI and LTP methodology is that LTP has time varying nominal values, typically sinusoidal. In this way, the 
current control states are xi(t) 
= Xi(t)+ ~ xi(t), the input current i(t) = I(t)+~i(t), the output voltage v(t) = V + ~v(t), the voltage control action u(t) = U + ~u(t), and 
the input voltage vs(t) = Vs(t) + ~vs(t) are replaced . Where the capitalized variables are steady-state functions and the 
perturbation signals are denoted by~sign. Additionally, the nominal steady-state averaged input voltage stands over one 
switching period Ts (2), and can be expressed by:---(7) 
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Replacing the averaged steady-state functions and simplifying the quadratic and non-linear terms of perturbation signals the 
following linear-time periodic state-space equation can be obtained:--(8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

which time-varying coefficients n(t) are strictly periodic, given by: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-----(9) 
 

 

---(10) 
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--(11) 

B. Simplified Open-Loop LTP Small- Signal Model 
Most design techniques assume that the current-loop is designed with a bandwidth ten times faster or more than the bandwidth of 
voltage-loop. This dynamically decouples current and voltage control loops, with makes possible to independently design both 
controllers. Additionally, to ensure the PFC issue, a sinusoidal internal model is normally added to the current loop to track as close 
as possible the current reference. Under this assumption, for voltage loop, the current can be considered as: 
 
 
 

---(12) 

In addition, the current state i may be used to determine the duty-cycle for the voltage state v, given by: 
 
 
 
 

----(13) 

Whether current and voltage control loops are dynamically decoupled, than normally a higher switching frequency is also 
applied. Since the switching frequency is forty times faster than the fundamental input voltage frequency 
Furthermore, this condition simplifies the averaged input voltage, which results in: 

 

 
--(14) 
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Then, applying the perturbation signal around the steady-state condition, and simplifying the second order and non- linear terms of 
perturbation, results in the following simplified LTP model given by 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The origin of an output harmonic of frequency when a dc input is applied is named frequency shifting. The LTI model that relates 
the control action disturbance 
~u to the output voltage ~v can be directly determined from disregarding its sinusoidal terms, which results in the 
following: 
 
 
 
 
C. Stability Analysis: Linear-Time Invariant Case 
The LTI stability analysis approach is used when the converter is represented by the average LTI model. The stability analysis in 
frequency domain has been done using the Nyquist criterion represented in Fig. 4, which is the eigenloci contour of the open- loop 
equation HvCv(s)Gv(s) calculated for the path shown in Fig4. The graphical interpretation indicates a stable closed- loop behavior, 
because the eigenloci contour does not encircles the point (1 + j0).The calculated GM=10.84=20.7dB @2_98 rad/s and the 
PM=49°@2_38 rad/s. 
 
 
 

-- 

--------(15) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4.Stability Analysis: Linear-Time Periodic Case 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Fig.5: Hardware representation of stability analysis 
 

Fig.6:Simulation results 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The stability analysis and dynamic response of a DC-link module with a series voltage compensator theoretical analysis reveals that 
a stable operation can be achieved with the proposed DC-link module from both power flow perspective and impedance perspective. 
For experimental validations, a DC-link module is built for a 600W AC-DC-DC test bed, which achieves 82% reduction of the DC-
link capacitance and more than 8 times lifetime extension of the DC-link capacitors. The experimental results of steady-state 
operation, start-up, and step- up and step-down load reveals that the proposed DC-link module retain the control performance 
compared to that of conventional E-Caps solution in terms of both stability and dynamic responses. 
In this paper, it was demonstrated that the stability of dc-link outer voltage loop of PFC ac-dc converters may not be always well 
stated by conventional LTI models. Also it was shown that LTP models represent the converter’s dynamics better way since it 
includes the converter sinusoidal modulation and harmonic interactions. The results we have presented may assist in the design of 
the control system of PFC ac-dc converters when small dc-link capacitance is used or a fast voltage dynamic response is necessary. 
This is important to increase lifetime and enhance performance of these converters. 
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